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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The United Monarchy or Israel divided into two independent states, Israel and Judah, when Rehoboam was accla1med king after Solomon's death (922). 1 Widespread disagreement exists among Old Testament scholars about

~

the separation occurred and multifarious divergence of
opinion also exists about
I.
Statement !2f.

~

~

it happened.

THE PROBLEM

problem.

The purpose of this study

is to investigate the factors, major and minor, which led to
the division of Israel. Such scholars as Bright, 2 Orlinsky,J
and Rowley4 feel that the split occurred because Rehoboam
(Solomon's son) was weak, refused to ease the burdens placed
on the people by his rather and failed to accept advice from

1Por the date of the division, which is variously
placed, this study uses the chronology of w. F. Albright
found in the ~letin Q( ~ A;erican Schools 21 Qriental
ResearQh, {19 5), pp. 10-22.
2John Bright, A HistorY ~ Israel (Philadelphia: The
Westminister Press, 1959), pp. 210-11.
3Harry M. Orlinsky, AnCient Israel (New York: Cornell
University Press, 1954), p. 88.
4H. H. Rowley, ~ Faith £! Israel (London: SCM Press,
Ltd., 1961), P• 107.

2

his wisest counselors.

other writers ignore Rehoboam in dis-

cussing causes for the separation.

They place the blame on

Solomon for slavery, heavy taxation, civil strife and heavy
costs of governmental luxury.S

At least one man, Robinson,
stresses that there never had been a united kingdom. 6 Dis-

agreements, these and others, point to the complexity of the
problem.
To state and support w1th research all or the theories
concerning the splitting or the kingdom is impossible.

The

major reason tor the impossibility is that the Old Testament
itself is not presented as continuous, untragmented history.
Several of the events in Israel's history important to this
study are presented in an equivocal or ambivalent way by the
writers of the Biblical text.

For example, there is this kind

ot problem in the selection ot Saul by Samuel (I Samuel 9:110, 16; I Samuel 10:1?-2?; and, I Samuel 11).?

As tar as this

study is concerned, another example--perhaps more important-1s the problem arising in connection with the two-covenant
theory.

Scholars believe that Judah had one covenant and that

Sr.ou1s Finkelstein (ed.), ll:l.§. ~: Their Histou,
Qu1t~re· ~Religion (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1949),
p. 2 •

6H. Wheeler Robinson, ~HistorY ~ Israel: ~ facts
(London: Gerald Duckworth and Company, 1~), p.

~Factors

73·
?Murray Lee Newman, Jr.,~ Peop~e ~the Coyepant
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1962), pp. 12 -29.

3
Israel had another . a

The study becomes even more intricate

in that reasons for the kingdom' s dividing have bases in such
things as religious beliefs , personalities of the kings ,
military struggles , social conditions , jealousies , sins, and
in Yahweh's reaction to each .
Importance 9.!

~

stu4Y .

The initiation of interest

which led to this study came as a result of extensive reading
for an Old Testament seminar .

It was noticed that not many

writers explore much beyond the fact that Israel became oppressed and divided .
hind the division.

Few writers show elaborate motives beA1most every source examined settled on

some rather vague generalization , or on a limited number of
time-honored reasons for the split .

As an effort to under-

stand more exactly this important fact in Old Testament history, this study takes shape .

The presupposition is that the

study is significant 1n its own right, but it is also hoped
that it will assist in New Testament interpretation which
often refers back to this happening in Israel' s early history .
II .
Israel .

DEFINITIO~'S

OF TEmlS USED

Throughout this study the term "Israel" will

designate both a race and a nation .

8I£1£. , pp . 149-51 .

The people were called

4

by God to serve his purposes .

However , people--just people--

could not accomplish God ' s purpose without being united .

A

nation had to be formed . 9
Hebrew .

The term "Hebrew 11 is used to designate

Israelite following the worshi p of Yahweh .

any

This includes the

people of Israel before the d i vis i on, people of the Northern
Kingdom Israel after the division and people of the Southern
Kingdom Judah.

The term "Jew" did not appear until the start

of Judaism during the intertestamental period . 10
Division.

This term refers to the toppling of a one-

king monarchy and the setting up of separate kings for Israel
and Judah .

In a sense , even during the one- king monarchy ,

Israel was already geographically divided; therefore , the
term "division" needs to be used in this narrow sense.11
Cha,risme..

The term "charisma" is given to people who

possess outstandi ng qualit i es of leadership , such as military
heroes and men of great wisdom. 12 Th1s term also denotes

9E . A. Speiser , "' People ' and ' Nation' of Israel , "
~ournal Q! Biblical Literature , LXXIX (June, 1960) , 157-

3.

lOBright , 2n· Qli., p . 323 .
11Robinson,

~.

cit .

12Norman K. Gottwald , A L1Q'ht !.Q. 1!lf. Nations (New
York: Harper & Row , Publishers , 1959), p . 541 .

5
their having special spiritual power-- in the case of Biblical
characters--coming from God.

Examples are prophets , judges ;

and, in reference to this study , kings .

AmPhiotyonr .

A tribal confederacy somewhat like the

tribal federations round in ancient Greece , where sometimes
six and sometimes twelve tribes were loosely bound together
on the basis of a common religious obligation. 1 3 In this
study the twelve tribes are an amphictyony grouped together
by virtue of their worship of Yahweh as protection against
foreign influences .
JudM .

As used in this study ,

11

Judah 11 refers to the

two tribes composing the southern part of the kingdom .

These

tribes are Judah and Simeon.
Yabweh .
Israel .

The term is a distinctive name for the God of

It is translated "Lord 11 in the BBV and "Jehovah" in

ERV and ABV.

The term originated with the J writer. 14
III .

DELIMITATION OP THE STUDY

This study is delimited primarily to the span of years
between 1050- 922 B. C.

~

However , since the kingdom did not

13Bernhard w. Anderson, Understanding~~ Testa(Englewood Cliffs : Prentice- Hall. , 1957), p . 88.
14Gottwald , ~ · ~ •• p . 551 .

6
just divide overnight , an historical background before 1050
B. C. has to be considered since that period contains data
pertinent to the problem under study .
All references to the Bible , \L"'lless otherwise shown,

are to the King James Version .

This version is used because

key sources consulted in research materials quoted this text .
The historical method of interpretation is used to
develop this study .

Rudolf

Kit~el ,

among other Old Testa-

ment scholars, questions the value of historical criticism
as a method of research . 1 5 However , as Chesnut inquires:
If the present loss of confidence in historical method
as a means for studying religious literature is as general as some wri ters suppose , and if the grave doubts
about the adequacy of that method are either justified
or are , at least actually in vogue , what is being offered as a substitute?16
The presupposition here is that an historical understanding
of the Ol d Testament facts is basic and important . !?
No attempt i s made to carry this study beyond the dividing of the kingdom .

To interpret extensively the signi-

ficance of the division in the continuing history of the Hebrew people would make another complicated topic for research .

15James J.:uilenburg, "Old Testament Scholarship : Fifty
Years in Retrospect , 11 Journal .2.( Bible tm!1, Religion, XXVIII
(April , 1960) , 1?5 .
l6J . Stanley Chesnut , "Problems in Teaching the Old
Testament ," Journal g,t Bible~ Religion , XXVII (April ,
1959) . 284 .
1 ?.I2.1S.

7

All research data used are limited to those available
in English.

Hebrew and German sources are important for more

scholarly studies, but for this one abundant works 1n English
are available.

Fortunately, many of the very best foreign

sources have been translated.
IV.
Ih§.

THE SOURCE AND TREATJI!ENT OF DATA

source .Q.t

~.

The material investigated in-

cludes books, periodicals, journals, indices, encyclopedias,
and Biblical encyclopedias available in Riley Library at Ouachita Baptist University, or through this library's interlibrary loan service.

Periodical and journal indices have

been searched, as far back as this library's files permit.
Treatment Sl1.

~.

Chapter I is the "Introduction";

Chapter II deals with "Diversity Before Division"; Chapter
III is about

11

Un1ty Before Division"; Chapter IV is "David's

Paradoxical K1ngdom"; Chapter V is "Solomon• s Grand, but Discontent, l-1onarchy 11 ; and Chapter VI, the conclusion, is "And
Then There Were Two Kingdoms."

As stated in the delimitation

section, the historical method is used in the presentation of
research data.

CHAPTER II
DIVERSITY BEFORE DIVISION
The beginning of the people called "Israel 11 was with a
Shemite group which probably originated near the headwaters
of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers.

These people migrated

north to a crescent between Arphaxad and the plains of Haran.
Abraham. considered the first Hebrew, 1 answered the call of
God and started out on his mission.
of Canaan as a

11

He arrived in the land

stra.nger and sojourner" (Genesis 2):4) there.

His being this pointed out that he and his people were aloof,
or separate, from the world into which they went. 2
Israel as a nationality came prior to Israel as a
kingdom.

The beginning of Israel as a nationality was at

Sinai where a loose form of eldership was established.

At

that t1me, the type of leadership was sufficient to handle
most problems, both during peace and war.

The real bond that

held the people together, both politically and religiously,
was the covenant they had with Yahweh.

1Norman K. Gottwald, A Light to ~ Hat1ons (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1959), p. 85.

2w. J. Pythian-Adams, "Shadow and Substance: The Meaning of Sacred History," Inte~pretation: A Journal SJ1_ Bible
IDS TbeologY, I (October, 19 7), 420.
~

J 11 Kingship in Israel," Samuel Nacauley Jackson, editor

Schaft•Herzog Religious Encyclopedia, VI, )41.

9
According to Freedman, the Bible shows two distinct
types of covenants.
obligation.

He calls the first a covenant of human

In it, God imposes terms on his people.

In the

other type, which Freedman calls the covenant of divine commitment, God imposes certain terms on himself.

In both types

of covenant rel.a.tionship, God and the people are understood
to be unequal with each other.

Since God is vastly superior,

the initiative for the covenant rests with him.

The covenant

relationship, understood 1n this two-fold sense, set the
Israelite apart, i.e. made him a unique or peculiar person-different from the pagan. 4
The covenant of human obligation is illustrated 1n
the relationship which the Israelites formed with God at
Mount Sinai/Horeb (Exodus 19-20).
to this type of covenant.

Renewals were essential

Such renewals occurred on the

plain of Moab, at Shechem, and in the times of Hezekiah,
Josiah, Ezra, and

Nehe~.

God's promise to Abraham, found 1n Genesis 15, is the
main example of the divine-commitment type of covenant; however, other examples ot it are made to Isaac and Jacob, to
the Fathers, to Noah, to Phinehas the high priest, and to
the royal house of David.

4navid Noel Freedman, "Divine Commitment and Human
Obligation: The Covenant Theme," Interpret~ti2f: A Journal
.2J: Bible ~ TheqlogY, XVIII (October, 196 ), 20.

10
Freedman stresses that the nation itself was destroyed
because the people of Israel failed to honor their human
obligations within the covenant terms.

Despite their con-

stant violation or their covenant with Yahweh, and even after
the fall of their nation {which came mainly as a result of
their breaking their vow to Yahweh 1n the covenant relationship), the nation still felt that God would honor the divinecommitment covenant that he had made with them (II Samuel

23:5).5
The two covenants had one thing in common: they existed
for a theocratic-centered nation.

In such a nation all au-

thority remained with God who made his will known through
prophecy.

In the theocratic organization the thing that was

emphasized was that there God was king.

No earthly king was

needed. 6
From the time when God called Abraham and began Israel
as a nation, the Hebrews--as a uniquely-selected people--were
to be God's people.

As such, they were to be dedicated to

serving him by a new and devoted way of life.

As a people

set apart, they were to be the people through whom God would
work his continuous plan into history {Exodus 33:16-17).

5~~. p.~

If,

421.

6 11 Kingship 1n Israel," ~· ill·, p. 341; and, George
Barton, ~ Religion QI_ Ancient Israel {New York: A. s. Barnes
& Company, Inc., 1961), pp. 67-68.

11
as he intended, they would be a theocratic nationality governed solely by h1m, they would fulfil their purpose.

If, on

the other hand, they failed their calling as a nation it
would be accounted for by the1r failure to recognize him as
their king . 7
Not all who entered Canaan as Israelites were the
direct descendents of Abraham. 8 Neither were those individuals, of indeterminate origins, who had been absorbed (some
as converts) during the wanderings in the wilderness fully
aware ot the covenant relationship which the nucleus of this
nation had established with God .
Canaan, not all of the

11

Even in the taking of

natives 11 were killed.

fa.ny who

fought against Israel's entry eventually became part of
Israel.

Those peoples, like those picked up in the desert,

posed a problem later.

Although they joined with the dedi-

cated core or the nation, both politically and religiously,
their pagan notions remained to make the entire nation weaker
and more vulnerable to corrupting 1nfluences.9

7John Murdoch 1-!aclnnis, "The Pul.tillment of Promise, 11
Review, XV (January, 19)0), 63.

~Biblical

8John Bright, .\ H!stqu 9!.. Israel (Philadelphia: The
Westminister Press, 1959 , pp. 121-22.
9John Bright, ~ K1ne;dom !2L Q.29. (New York: AbingdonCokesbury Press, 195)), p. 25.

12
Hoses, in the covenant relationship with God, had been
given laws tor regUlating both the religious and civil lite
of the nation.

Along with these laws, God also gave the

Israelites a specific task at Sinai; they were to conquer the
land ot Canaan.

Added to this assigDment was a promise on

God's part that he would be with them in their holy war of
aggression against Canaan (Deuteronomy ll:Jl-12:32 and 20:14).10

He made the promise ot his presence among them con-

crete and visual by giving them the Ark of the Covenant to
symbolize that presence.

Israel, at that time, was eager to

prove her gratitude to God and to demonstrate her faithfulness in living the covenant way of lite.

This enthusiasm

died later when she repeatedly failed to meet her part ot the
bargain with God.

She failed to fulfill the covenant obliga-

tion both because ot the foreigners she absorbed as she came
1nto Canaan and because, as she conquered, she set up a tribal organization.
At this time in Israel's history, there was no form of
central government.

The tribes met at Shechem and sealed a

pact of unity based on a common religion.

The structure ot

this unity was s1milar to that established by Greek cities

10william Hendriksen, Bible SurveY (Grand Rapids:
Baker Book House, 1957), p. 95.

13
and called amphictyonies , where the sanctuary was the unity
of the organizational structure .

In the tribal organization,

individual tribes were conscious of a bond with the other
tribes only because ot a central worship and a common name,
Israe1 . 11
Concurrent with the twelve- tribe division was a sixtribe amphictyony which operated in southern Palestine.

New-

man gives a detailed and extended description of the amphictyony:
Although Judah and Simeon were members of the twelve\ tribe amphictyony centering at Shechem , it seems likely
that at the same time they were also part of a six-tribe
amphictyony which was organized at Hebron in this period.
Thi s confederation was comprised of Judah and Simeon
(also members of the twelve-tribe amphictyony), as well
as Caleb , Othniel , Kenites (Cain) , and Jerahmeel . The
fact that the twelve- tribe amphictyony was rather loosely
organized and left the individual tribes a great deal of
freedom would explain why this smaller amphictyony could
exist .along with the larger one . The continuing existence of this six- tribe confederation with its special
theological and cultic concerns would also seem to expla1n why Judah always appears only partially committed
to the larger group . l2
The Israel of the early days in Palestine can in no
way be compared with any other nation.13

While in the wilder-

11Roland DeVaux, An&ient Israel, trans. John McHugh
(London: Darton, Longman and Todd , 1961) , pp . 92-93 .
12I·lurray Newman, Jr. , lll£. People S?t. ~ Covenant (New
York: Abingdon Press, 1962) , pp . 111-112 .
13John Bright , ~ Kinsdom ~ Q.Qsl.,
32 .

Qll•

ill·, pp . 31-

14
ness, only enough unity was maintained to give adequate mobility and to provide safety for the group.

once in the

promised land and settled down to a life within the tribal
organizations, her principal bond of unity centered in her
common worship.

The unity or central authority of the wilder-

ness days gave way to a different type of unity within the
tribe; however, both were based on the religious practices
held in common by the people.
solidarity within tribes.

Blood ties created an added

The honor or dishonor of any group

or family within a tribe affected the entire tribe.

A family,

or tribe, was honored or dishonored by the acting of its
head. 14
Religious 1mpurities flowed into each of the tribes.

As in the wilderness period, people were added to Israel when
the Hebrews began to marry the natives of Canaan.

With the

"new blood 11 came diverse religious backgrounds and practices
which at first disrupted religious unity, but which after a
while merged with Yahweh worship.

Often the amalgamation was

subtle and hardly detectable--even the Hebrews themselves
could not tell the difference between what once had been and
what now was their Yahweh worship.

Not only did this blend-

ing with outsiders cause modification of their worship, but

14nevaux, ~· ,ill. pp. 4-12.

15
1t also caused their social customs and political ideas to
change.

Here too, the change was so succinct that the

"purer" stock of the people did not consider that the modification was, in any sense, dangerous.

The people were

weakened because they were basically insensitive.

This

identification with the foreign element--whether by taking
converts. subduing a subjugated people by absorbing them into
one's own group. or intermarriage--may account tor the loss
of physical courage which later subjected the tribes to foes
like the Midianites, Amalekites, Moabites, Ammonites, and
Philistines (Judges 3).15

Relief from these enemies was

brought about by a few strong, inspired heroes who aroused
the people to resist their enemies, or more specifically to
resist any enemy of God.16
The heroes who served as the dedicated ones, acting in
the interest of Yahweh and interpreting his will for a people
nearly too weak to ward orr their enemies, were the judges.
Unlike kings (later), who passed on their office from father
to son, each new judge was selected by God and endowed with
God's spirit (Judges 3:10 and 14:6). 1 7 Under the direction

15 11 The History of Israel," Samuel f'.acauley Jackson ,
editor New Schaff-Herzog Religious EnCYclopedia, VI , 51.
)2.
~

16John Bright, lb.§. Kinadom 9I. God, .2..:2· ill·, pp. 3117Bernhard W. Anderson, Understanding ~~Testa
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957), p. 105.

16
of these men of courage and strength , armies were rallied
from the tribes and enemies of the moment were dealt with .
Judges gained tremendous prestige from war victories , but
were not in any sense accorded the role of king of the peopl e . 18

Almost always , along with the task of defeating an

enemy , the judge was to call the people back to trust and
obedience to the God of l<Ioses and Joshua . 19
It was during the period of the judges that Gideon
was offered the role of king , just after he had led 1n the
defeat of one of Israel ' s enemies .

The people said to Gideon,

"Rule over us , you and your grandson also; for you have del ivered us out of the hand of lUdian. 11
clined the appeal .

Gideon, however , de-

His answer was , "I will not rule over you ,

and my son will not rule over you; Yahweh will rule over you . "
(Judges 8:22- 2J) .

Gideon remembered the theocratic responsibility of Israe1 . 20 The events which followed , however ,
pr oved that a man cannot always speak for his son even if he
can speak for himself .

Ab1meleck , Gideon' s son , asserted him-

self king at Shechem for a period of three years after his
rather ' s death .

Some woman dropped a rock on Ab1meleck 1 s head

18John Bright , Dl§. Kinadom .2f ~. l o c . cit .
19 11 The History of Israel," New Schaff-Herzog Religious
EQCYOlopedia , ~ · c1t .
20Newman, 22• c1t . pp . 127- 28 .

17
as he approached a fortified city, and thus ended Israel's
only active attempt to establish herself a king during the
period of the judges (Judges 9) . 2 1 Concerning the idea of
appointing judges , Albright says that Samuel attempted to
establish a succession of judges t hrough his sons , but that
hi s attempt failed .

The people still were interested only

i n charismatic leadership , and this only during periods of
cr1s1s . 22
During the period of the last judge , Samuel , the
t hreat from the Philistines grew greater and greater (I samuel 4) .

B.c.

The decisive blow from this enemy came around 1050

At that time , the Philistines had complete victory over

Israel .

The ark was captured , Hophn1 and Phinehas--priests

of t he ark--were killed , Shiloh was left in ruins, and Israel ' s

mi litary forces were defeated and scattered .

Spiritually and

al so physically , Israel was completely humiliated . Charisma
had failed and the people of Yahweh were crushed . 2J The bond
that had united the tribes of Israel was broken, because the
21samuel J . Shultz , ~Old Testament Speaks (New York:
Harper & Row , Publishers , 191>0) , p . 109 .
22Will1am Foxwell Albright , ~ Biblical Period ~
Abr~am. iQ. ~ (New York: Harper & Row , Publishers , 19~
p. 7.

J4.

23John Bright , lla Kingdom .21: ~ •

.Q.U.

S?..U,. , pp . JJ-

18

r eligious shrine was gone .

The Philistines had triumphed so

t horoughly in over coming Israel that it l ooked as if Israel ' s
nati onal identi ty was exter mi nated forever . 24
Because they feared that they would become slaves , as
a subjugated nationality , the Israelitish people sought for
any

way out of thei r trouble .

They saw other nations with

kings and observed that these nati ons grew 1n wealth and milit ary might .

Per haps an earthly king would be the answer to

their trouble .

At first the people , or some of them , thought

that Samuel woul d make them a good , earthly king .

However ,

Samuel was old , and his sons were not obedient to God .

The

peopl e , therefore , went to Samuel and asked h i m to select and
anoi nt them e king so that they could be like other nations
around them (I Samuel 8 : 5) .

That she was not intended to be

like them, but was to remain different , Israel forgot in this
time of loss of pride .

Beek believes that it must have been

her pride , as much as any other factor , that caused Israel to
want a king . 25

Another thing which may have caused the people

t o ask for this type of political structure was that they were
r elaxing their covenant bond with Yahweh .

They found them-

selves too dispirited to honor the human- responsibility condit i on of the covenant .
24p . F. Bruce , Israel~ the Nations (Grand Rapids :
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company , 1963) , pp . 22- 2J .

25n. A. 3eek , Conc1sP. H1story Q( Isr~el (New York:
Har per & Row , Publishers , 1957) , pp . 62~ 6) .

19
At their request for a king, Samuel, at first, discouraged the people by trying to point out that kingship was
a Canaanite institution rather than an Israelitish one,
sanctioned by God.

Samuel finally acquiesced but only did so

after Yahweh's own divine intervention in support of therequest of the people (I Samuel 8). 2 6 Samuel was assured,
after a while, that it really was God's will to anoint a king
over Israel.

He gave in to the peoples' rejection of their

theocracy (as God also had "given in" in the sense that, betore he would violate their right of individual freedom to
make choices for themselves, he let them have an earthly
king).

This is an excellent proof of his unwillingness to

violate man's freedom, even when he knew man's use of 1t
would not be best.

Afterwards, when Samuel had God 's ap-

proval, he sought out a man to be Israel's first king.27

26shultz, ~· cit., pp. 121-22.
27charles F. Pfeiffer, Mcient Israel: Wm, Patriarchal !2 Ropan Times (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1965},
pp. 29-31.

CHAPTER III
UNITY BEFORE DIVISION
The scriptures give three different accounts of the
selection of Saul as the first king of Israel. 1 Probably
the latest account is found in I Samuel 10:17-27.

In this

story all of the people of Israel were called to Nizpah
where Samuel conducted a lot to select Saul .

This account

goes along with the story found in I Samuel 8 and 12, where
Yahweh permitted the kingship, at the people's insistence,
but where the scriptures also give a strong impression that
he preferred that Israel maintain the theocratic-covenant
relationship (without an earthly king), as described in
Chapter II of this paper.

That there was theological oppo-

sition to the kingship is further attested to by the fact
that Samuel was so reluctant to anoint a king.2
One ot the most popular accounts of Saul's selection
by Samuel is the one found in I Samuel 9:1-10 and 9 :1 6 .
Here is the story of a young man' s search for some asses that
his father had lost.

Saul and one of his father's servants

traveled far (probably on foot) looking tor the animals, but
1John Bright, A H!story 2t Israel (Philadelphia: The
Westminister f~ess , 1959 , pp. 166-67.
2 Hurray Lee Newman , Jr ., ~ People of the Covenant
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1962), p. 128.
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they did not find them.

Saul was just about ready to go

back home without them when the servant with h1m proposed
that since they were now at Ramah--near Samuel's home, they
might ask him what had happened to the asses.

One commentary

on Saul's seeking Samuel as seer says that "He came to him as
a fortuneteller, rather than as a prophet. 11 3

This fact may

be more interesting than accurate; however, irrespective of
the reason Saul went to Samuel, he did go; and, when he went,
Samuel anointed Saul as "prince" over the people of Israel.
In this particular account Samuel seems happy to anoint Saul

because he feels that such a move was the will of God and
that Yahweh selected this particular man for king. 4
A third account of Saul's becoming king is found in

I Samuel 11, and

many

scholars believe that this account is

probably the most authentic.5

This story is slanted to

throw a rather dramatic emphasis on Saul as the charismatic
leader of the people, who, after he defeated the Ammonites,
gained the love and respect of all Israel.

This account also

stresses the fact that it was because Saul was a man filled
with the spirit of Yahweh that he could defeat the enemy.

3J.: atthew Henry, Hatthew HenrY' a Commentary .Q!! the
Kbole Bible ln ~Volume (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing
House, 1961). p. 294.

4Newman, J..Q.Q,. cit.
5Newman, ~· £11., pp. 132-JJ.
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Here, in the crowd's view, was a man on whom Yahweh had
smiled by giving him a military victory; therefore, here
was a man fit to be king.

The crowd almost pushed Saul to

Gilgal to make him king before Yahweh (I Samuel 11 :15). 6
About the only conclusion that can be drawn from
three accounts with such differing emphases is that Samuel
did have some part in the selecting and anointing of Saul.
The thing that is really difficult to tell from the three
accounts is what Samuel's personal attitude toward this move
was.7

It is fairly certain that Samuel, like so many of the

people, did see some need for a king--or for someone more
immanently connected with the nation than the rather transcendent one, God, whom the people worshipped.8

Whether he

did or not, the threat of the Philistines, the plea of the
people, the charismatic ability of Saul, and perhaps the
approval of Yahweh, all worked together to the end that
Samuel anointed Saul as prince of Israel.

Gottwald makes it

clear that Saul was really, by function, more nearly the
last judge than the first king of Israel.

He

also diminishes

Saul's role by pointi ng out that the setting up of Saul was

6Newman , ~· ~•• p. 128.
7Newman, ~· ~ •• pp. 132-JJ.
~

8charles F. Pfeiffer, Ancient l;rael : ~ Patriar12 Roman Times (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House , 1965).

pp • .29-)1.
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an emergency measure which very well

~ht

be reconsidered

when the emergency ended.9
Scholars, several of them--including Albr1ght 10 and
New.man,11 make a strong point of the fact that nagid, the
word used to show Saul's newly anointed role, means
or

11

11

leader 11

prince" and is not the word melek which is the one trans-

lated as "king. 11

These men belong to a large group of Old

Testament interpreters who look on Saul's mission as one
geared to the transitional period between the charismatic
leaders and the kings, with no descriptive title to adequately designate that role.12
Although the confused opinions stated exist concerning whether Israel needed a king, and more conjectures exist
concerning whether Samuel did or did not like her having one,
the facts are (1) that she got Saul, a man who has traditionally been called her first king; and, (2) that given the condition of the nation at the time he was anointed, he was certainly a logical--perhaps fortunate--choice.
nate in at least one sense:

It was fortu-

Saul's tribe, Benjamin, was a

9Norman K. Gottwald, A ~1ght 12 ~ N§tions (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1959), p. 184.
~ Biblical Period .t.:.Qm Ab~aham ~
& Row, Publishers, 196~). p. ~.

tow. F. Albright,

~ (New York: Harper

11Newman, ~· ~ •• pp . 128-JJ.
12Bright, 2£· ~·· p. 169.
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small tribe and was centrally located with respect to the
other tribes .

His coming from a rather insignificant tribe

meant that the two most powerfully competitive tribes-Ephraim (in the north) and Judah (in the south)--did not
come to a split over the selection.

Since this was a time

when the federation of tribes was passing and when Israel
was becoming unified even more than in the past, the transformation to the monarchial type of government achieved a
real implementing in Saul ' s being selected . 1 3
Just as there are many reservations to calling Saul
the first

11

king 11 of Israel because of the anointed role he

filled, there are some people who do not want to call him
king because, they claim, he did not know how to be a king.
These people (Gottwald , Bright , Anderson, and Albright) say
that he did not even try to fill that office .

He was ,

rather , a charismatic leader whose major and, perhaps , sole
responsibility was to lead the war against the Philistines.
As military leader he carried a kind of honorary kingly

title , probably because nations around the Israelites had
11 kings 11 who waged wars . 14
Though Saul was king in name , he
was still not to be like other kings of the nations around
Israel, as the following quote shows:

13Pfeiffer, ~. ~.
14John Bright, lQ& KingdQm 2( ~ (New York: AbingdonCokesbury Press , 1953), pp . 34-JS.
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The position of the king was from the first not that of
an Oriental despot with unlimited power . The law of the
kingdom was naturally not a mere embodiment of popular
law and custom , but arose out of the religious situation
of the Hebrews . The king was to be an Israelite, was not
to multiply wives or wealth or horses (as evidence of his
own glory) . Further he was to regard the torah , written
and prophetic , as his guide . In war he was the leader,
and in peace the chief authority 1n justice . As judge
he was to be humble in mind , giving aeeess to those who
sought his relief; his responsibility to Yahweh was
urged by the prophets . As Yahweh had made free choice of
the king , so he might reject and displace h~. The suecession was hereditary , but the power of appointment of
a successor was in the reigning king , with the mothers
of the various princes exercising influence behind the
throne. Often the succession was otherwise determined- by the nobility , the priesthood , and indeed the people . 15
Since Israel was beset with enemies , Saul's duties
were the war duties of calling up an army .

The tribes were

eager to give him this authority against the Philistines .
How many of the other privileges of the title they had in
mind to give

h~

is uncertain.

Also , it is not known for

what duration of time he was appointed- -perhaps just until
the military threat was put down, or maybe for life .

That

this particular kingship was conceived of as a dynasty situation where son would follow father in unlikely . 16
son, Ish- bosheth , did reign in

Saul's

l·1ahaua1m for a short period:

however, it is almost certain that he reigned because strong

15 11 Kingship in Israel, " Samuel Macauley Jackson ,
editor ~ Schaff- ijerzog Religious EnCYclopedia, VI , 341 .
16Bernhard W. Anderson, Understanding ~ Old Testa-

~ (Englewood Cliffs : Prentice Hall, Ine . , f~6), p. 126.
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man Abner, by pure might , made and kept him king (II Samuel
2:8-9) .

There is no indication that God, Samuel, or the

people put him into office . 1 7
Saul, although king, made as few changes in the existing order as possible.

He did not alter internal Israel, nor

did he make an attempt to create a state .

Had he been inter-

ested in building an empire to preside over, he would have
created administrative machinery , levied taxes, and built an
elaborate court .

He did not effect one such change .

About

all he did was to gather a small bodyguard of soldiers,
appoint one general, and select one armour- bearer .
actions were the extent ot his kingly acts . 18

These

It is possi-

ble that Saul still looked on God as king of the people 1n
actual fact and himself as sort of a military right hand for
God.19

If this were true, then new rules and regulations he

could have put into effect would have been deemed unwise .
Albright's description of Saul's kingdom as one of rustic
simplicity, claiming only a small standing army as its
uniqueness, is probably the most accurate picture of the
reign ot Saul . 20
•

17Newman, ~· ~ •• pp. 133-34.
18Br1ght,

.nw.

KiMdom !4. ~. ~· ~.

19Jackson, ~ · ~ • • pp. 341- 42.
20Albr1ght, .2.12• cit . , p.

so.
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Saul , as king , had problems in abundance .

These can

be studied under the headings of "theological" problems and
"personal" problems .

About the best way to understand his

theological problems is to begin by closely looking at his
relationship with Samuel (God ' s spokesman) with regard to
three incidents .

His personal problems , on the other hand ,

are probably most vividly seen as he related himself to
David .
Because they are harder to interpret , and because they
certainly had more relevance in the overall picture of Saul
as king , his relationship to Samuel will be examined first .
Of significance here is Saul ' s attempt to gain control of the
priesthood by moving the Elides to Nob (I Samuel 21 and 22) .
(Ironically , Saul later had all of them killed for being
loyal to David rather than to him) .

Samuel , although he may

or may not have liked the idea of having a king , felt that
if there was to be one the rulership of Israel should be
dual .

He should continue to control the people ' s religious

l i fe: Saul should be limited to controlling their civic life .
He considered Saul ' s moving the priesthood to Nob a violation
of this understanding . 21
In a second intrusion on Samuel ' s rights, Saul himself

offered a sacrifice rather than waiting until Samuel came to

21~ •• pp .

49- 50.
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do it (I Samuel 13:8-10) .

Third, and perhaps most 1mportant,

Samuel felt that Saul had broken the law relating to cherem
during a battle with the Amalekites. 2 2 He broke the rules
by deciding, on his own, to spare Agag (I Samuel 15:9-11).
This was counter to the instruction he had received from Yahweh via Samuel.

A permanent split 1n the Saul-Samuel relation-

ship existed after this third violation.

As a result, Samuel

turned against Saul and said that Yahweh also rejected him
(I Samuel 16:14) . 2 3
Saul's religious problems were a constant source of
worry for him and a continuing determent to his success as
ruler of Israel.

His

11

church-state" controversy may have

come about because, as has been suggested, Saul wanted to be
head of both areas of operation.

If he had such a desire,

Yahweh ' s covenant had been violated.

The covenant had said

that God himself would be the king of the people.
At this point, it would be satisfying to know what
Saul' s personal religious convictions actually were and what
h1s intention was regarding the theocratic, covenant relat1onsh1p with Yahweh.

Scholars do not agree.

In fact, eval-

uations of Saul's concept of God vary more than any other
22pinohas Woolman-Tsam1r (ed . ), ~Graphic HistorY Qf
{New York: Shengold Publishers, Inc.,
1903)' p. 129.
~~Heritage

23Newman, ~·cit ., pp. 134-35.
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point in Saul1ne scholarship .

Concerning his concept , Ander-

son says that Saul beli eved that God led battles and that
they were won or lost , depending on God 's pleasure with the
winner or his displeasure against the loser . 24 Hilman says
that Saul was a deeply religious man who tried to serve Yahweh by depending upon him .

The tact has to be recognized ,

however, that Saul ' s frustrations often caused him to be caprioious and vacillating--at one time so devout that he was
willing to sacrifice his son tor Yahweh and, at another time,
killing all the priests of God . 2 5 In direct contrast to the
men who see Saul as basically

well- mea~

is Hendriksen who

views Saul ' s religion as outward show with almost no inner
obedience . 26 Whatever conclusion may be drawn from looking
at Saul ' s religious consciousness , it must be an inconclusive , ambiguous one .
One relationship , however , is clear-cut and definite-i . e ., the Saul-David relationship .

This relationship began

early in Saul ' s reign when David became his armour-bearer and
personal musician.

The schism between the two did not occur

as long as David was definitely in a subsidiary role to Saul;
24Anderson, ~· o1t . pp . 128-29.
25Henry Hart !Ulman, lh§. History 2.( irui ~ (London:
J . M. Dent and Co., 1863), I, 228-29 .
26william Hendriksen. Bible Survey (Grand Rapids:
Baker Book House , 1957) , p.101 .
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however . David ' s charm and outstanding military ability soon
had h1m praised above Saul, among the people .

Saul ' s per-

sonal weakness in the face of the Jealousy which he let totally possess him is unquesti oned .

His personal

11

gripe"

against David became the dominating , perhaps only, motivation in Saul' s late life.

He felt he must destroy this man . 2 7

Saul was unsuccessful in relating himself to causes
and people who were significant to him , and yet it must have
been a source of worry to him that this was the case .

At

times Saul realized that he had failed in several important
ways .

He failed to relate himself to God properly (I Sanuel

1) :11- 15) .

He alienated Samuel by disregarding his advice

but later discovered he needed the advice of this man (I Samuel 28 :11-1 5) .

He fluctuated in affection toward Jonathan,

his son (I Samuel 18:1- 2) .

Once David had been Saul ' s com-

rade; however , because Saul let hate and revenge corrupt this
relationship , he failed here too .

He knew that his frantic

chasing of David was foolish (I Samuel 26 : 21) .
actions Saul looks irrational .

In these

Even as he related himself

to the people as a whole , he could detect--late 1n his reign-that what he had accomplished in war (particularly against the
Philistines) would not last (I Samuel 28:19) .

2

These facts

7Br1ght, A History of Israel , £n • cit ., p. 172 .
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were enough to cause the terrible "personal" problem of mental dis1ntegration which most scholars agree was basic in
leading to the man' s final ruin . 28

The nature of this mental

decay and the fact that it was indeed tragic is attested to
by both secular29 and sacred authority .
That Saul could not cope with the complexity of his
life in any rational ways follows from his being the shy,
sensitive, passion- controlled person that he was .

His aware-

ness that he needed his ruffled feelings soothed and his
eagerness to keep David in employ show that the man knew
about his own instability and was making an effort to steady
it .

Bright makes it clear that his mind was never able to

control itself and that the result was madness as events continued to complicate his late life .
Saul was a tragic figure . Of splendid appearance
(I Samuel 9 :2; 10 :23) , modest (oh . 9:21), at his best
magnanimous and willing to confess his faults (chs . 11:
12f. ; 24~16-18); always fiercely courageous , there was
nevertheless in him an emotional instab111ty that was to
be his undoing . Always of a volatile temperament capable

28Isaac Landman (ed . ) , ~ Universal Jewish Encyclopedia (New York: Universal Jewish Encyclopedia Co., Inc . ,
1943), IX, 382-83 .
29saul 1 s turbulent life offered a rare opportunity for
dramatic and artistic exposition . Bembrant , Holbein and , in
modern times Epstein, have made him their subject . A number
of tragedies have been wr.1tten about h.1m, as well as some of
the best verses of Byron . In music the outstanding creation
has been Handel ' s oratorio~· ~ • • p . 383 .
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of frenzies of excitement (chs . 10:9-13 : 11:6f . ) , it appears that as pressure was put on him he became increasi ngly dist urbed in mi nd , swi ngi ng l ike a pendulum between
moments ot lucidity and black moods in which , incapable
of intelligent action , he indulged in behavior calculated
to alienate even those closest to him . Before the end
Saul was probably no longer quite sane . JO
It was a mentally deranged Saul who--late in his reign-lost sight of the fact that he was to be defending his country
against the Phi listines (in what became his final military engagement) and who irrational ly pursued David to kill him.
David had defected from Isr ael.
tines .

David had joined the Philis-

To the demented mind of Saul (and , perhaps to saner

minds also) thi s turncoat act was fuel on an already flaming
hatred .

Not only had David joined with the Philistines. but

when he left Israel ' s ranks many men left with him (I Samuel
22 :1- 2) .

The Philistines were mightily encouraged because ,

now , they saw their chance to move in on Saul and end Israel
as a nation. 31
In desperation for himself , and possibly also for the
nation , Saul tried to contact the

11

spiri tualistic woman at Endor . 32

She called Samuel forth

30Bright ,

A HistorY

dead 11 Samuel through a

Qt Israel ,

QQ •

Qll., p . 173 .

31~ .

32samuel J . Schultz , ~~Testament Sp6aks (New
York: Harper & Row , Publishers , 1960), pp . 125- 2 •

JJ
from Sheol , and Samuel told Saul that both he and his sons
would die on the next day because of his sins against Yahweh;JJ and , true to the prediction , the battle the next day
was a total defeat for Israel (I Samuel 28:7- 25 and I Samuel
J1:7) .

Once again the Philistines controlled Israel and ran

throughout the land .

In the battle , Saul ' s three sons were

killed and Saul was wounded .

In a last loss of self-control,

Saul took his own life by falling on his sword . J4
Saul ' s "glory", if it may be called that , was like a
meteor flashing across the sky for a moment , then burning out.
Even if he had been chosen by God , he failed because he did
not realize that obedience in following God step by step was
also his responsibility . 35
lived as a

11

Despite his failing, his memory

great man 11 of grandeur who commanded respect . 36

It is true that at the end of his reign the threat
from the Philistines was as great as at the beginning (maybe
worse); yet, Saul accomplished at l east one thing--he paved
the way for the speedy consolidation of the nation under
David .

Saul ' s failure and Israel ' s failure (which definitely

33Gottwald ,

~ · ~.,

PP • 189-90 .

J4schultz , ~ · ~ ., p . 126 .
35Hend.riksen ,

.QR•

cit ., P • 97·

J6Newman, .QR• ~ •• p . 128 .
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were inextricably interwoven) underscored the necessity for
a deliverer . 37

37Hendri ksen, ~ · ~ •• p . 99.

CHAPTER IV

DAVID'S PARADOXICAL KINGDOM
Saul and David met each other because, in being rejected by Samuel as Yahweh's true representative, Saul was
depressed.

David was an excellent harpist whom Saul employed

to dispel the gloom from his mind.

There was tremendous

irony in connection with David's coming into Saul's court:
at this time, David had already been anointed Saul's replace1
ment by Samuel.
Saul was not aware or the tact that he was,
1n effect, providing a court atmosphere where his successor

could develop skill and requisites he would need as the
demented king's replacement.

He, ot course, knew that his

new musician was a pretty good military man.

Saul had recog-

nized this by making David his own personal armour-bearer.
Ironically, again, Saul--as the most celebrated military
leader or his day--could not have guessed that David would be
keen competition tor him in this area.

After the Philistine

encounters, Saul elevated David to commander of his royal
army.

As David 1 s popular1 ty grew and as Saul's diminished,

Saul grew increasingly jealous or this man whose early development he had been so eager to encourage (I Samuel 18:7-12).

lp. F. Bruce, Israel~~ Nat~ons (Grand Rapids :
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 193 ), p. 26.
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David had to f l ee from Saul.

In doing so , he went to

Philistia where he gathered together a small personal army
and lived as a Robin Hood type bandit .
Saul' s enemies fled with David .

Apparently some of

Both these men and Davi d

were not only received by the Philistia king but were given
a town, Zi klag , where David became a feudal lord .

He made

raids on surrounding cities and sent the booty back to his
friends in Judah (I Samuel 31 : 26- 31) .
listia until Saul ' s death. 2

He remained in Phi-

Some ot Saul ' s fol lowers escaped to Transjordan after
their king ' s reign ended with an Israelite- Philistine encounter (II Samuel 2 :8-9) .

These escapees hurriedly made

Saul ' s son , Ish- bosheth , king of their refugee government ,
which was out of reach of the Philistines . 3

The only author-

ity Ish- bosheth had was through the strong , military general-Abner--whom he had inherited from his father .

Despite this

new king 1 s claim to be ruler over all of Israel , he was king
in name only .

At th i s time the principle of heredity was not

recognized in Israel; however , Ish- bosheth did not claim the
loyalty of many people .

His kingdom subjects were Abner and

a few loyal Saulides . 4

Other Israelites were ready for some

.2 John Bright , A ~istorz of Is~ael (Philadelphia: The
Westminister Press , 194 ) , pp . 173-7 •
3Bruce , ~· cit ., p . 28 .

4Bright ,

~·

Clt ., P• 175 .
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other king .

It was time for David to make his move .

When David got the news of Saul ' s death , he rapidly
made all the right moves to become Saul ' s recognized successor .

As soon as David got Yahweh ' s approval for his project

(II Samuel 2 : 1- 4) , he moved his famil y , personal army , and
friends to Hebron.

When he arrived there , the men of Judah--

just as he had expected and pLanned that they would- -came to
him and crowned h~ king over Judah before Yahweh . S
While king of Judah , David maintained peace with the
Philistines and it is likely that they were content that
Israel was div1ded . 6

They thought of David as no more than

the vassal king of the south .

The people of Judah also were

content with their king : he kept peace with the Philistines
(and

other enemies) and they fe l t secure with David as their

king .
At this particular time 1n Judah ' s history her kingdom
included not only the tr i be of her name but tribal fragments
of S1meon1tes , Cal ebites , Athu1lites , Jerahmeelites and Kenites--enough people for her to be considered a state and
emerge as a sizeable and separate entity within the Israel
that Ish- bosheth had claimed as king .

Ish- bosheth ' s claim

5?·1urray Lee Newman , Jr ., ~ People .21: the Covenant
(New York: Abingdon Press , 1962) , p . 153 .
6Bernhard W. Anderson , Understandi~ )he ~ Testament
{Englewood Cliffs: Prentice- Hall , Inc ., 19 6 , p . 1)4.
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was ignored .

David remained king of Judah for seven and a

half years before he expanded his kingship into all of Israel .
Several Biblical scholars feel that David was much more
than a country boy who . by sheer accident , became Israel ' s
greatest king . ?
planned every
Israel .

These men indicate that David had shrewdly

~ove

he would make to take him to the throne of

The following direct references support this point

of view :
Everything that he does is politically correct , seemingly
calculated, and cunningly designed to place h1m on Israel's
throne . And although it is made clear that the Lord is
with David (II Samuel 5 :10) , the reader cannot help feeling that it is largely Davi d ' s ambition and sagacity which
account for his success . 8
The methods used by David show that he was a shrewd
politician who stopped at nothing to achieve his political
ambitions . 9
We are not given any details regarding the process by
which David was elected king over the ' house of Judah ' but
we shall not be far wrong if we assume that David himself
played a ~t in persuading the southern tribes to make
this move . 10
After the death of Ish- bosheth , Saul ' s son (II Samuel

4) , David became king of Israel , i . e ., the northern tribes,

7Bright ,

~·

cit ., 175- 76 .

8paul and Elizabeth Achtemeier , ~ Old Test~ent Roots
(London : s . P . c. K., 1964) , p . 91 .

~~faith

9Anderson,
10~~rtin

~.

cit .

Noth , ~ HistorY of Israel (New York: Harper
and Brothers , 1960), p . 182 .
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too . This event was preceded by a series of moves on
David ' s part to ingrati ate himself with the people of the
North (II Samuel 1- 4) . 11
Nor must we discount the sagacity with which David
consciously set out to inherit the claims of Saul . He
had marri ed Saul ' s daughter , and when he became king in
Hebron, he demanded her return , although it is apparent
that they did not greatly care for each other . And although he scrupulously refused to harm Saul and publicly
honored his memory , he nevertheless ordered the execution
of Saul ' s surviving male issue save for Jonathan' s son ,
the lame t·:ephibosheth , whom he made a pensioner of his
court . Whatever David ' s motives actually were , the house
of Saul coul d only regard this as ruthl ess political cynicism . Suffice it to say Davi d represented a shift from
the old order . He was a charismatic who , aided by his
personal soldiery and his political acumen , was acclaimed
king in a considered election . 12
In addition to David ' s own personal initiative in be-

coming king , there were other factors contributing to his
success in being

cro~med .

Perhaps the most important was

that David did fill , as Bright suggested above , the old
charismatic requirements-- used during the period of the judges
and 1n the selecting of Saul .

David was loved , admired as a

military leader , and was approved by Yahweh .

He was the ob-

vious choice for the new king of the nation , for all the old
reasons . 13

11Newman,

~·

cit . p . 154 .

12John Bright , ~ K1~dom gt..
Cokesbury Press , 1953) , P • 3~
~

~

(New York: Abingdon-

1JW. F. Albright , ~ Biblical Period. 1:!:.Qm Abraham to
(New York : Harper & Row , Publishers , 1949) , pp . 50- 51 .
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David ' s personal army has to be considered important
when reasons for h i s becoming king are discussed .

Some of

the writers hi nt that the reason Judah made Davi d king was at
least parti all y because he had his troops with him when he
went to Hebron .

The implication is that David used the army

as a strong arm to reinforce his own kingship plan .

With the

Philistines in control of most of northern Israel--again a
threat to the very existence of Israel--David ' s army was a
real asset .
David ' s plans to take over in the south had been suecessful .
pand .

Having been made king of Judah , his plan could ex-

But first , he must take care of Ish- bosheth .

certainly did not need two kings .

Israel

The forces of Ish- bosheth ,

under Abner , and the forces of David, under Joab , met at Gibeon : the victory was David ' s .
(II Samuel 3 :12- 21) .

Abner joined forces with David

With the death of Ish- bosheth, little

remained in David ' s way to the throne over all of Israel . 14
At least one obstacle remained : he must f1nd a way to break
up tribal elements that were so strongly independent .
In David ' s day , the tribes of Israel and Junah had not

really becoce united and there was not yet a deeply rooted
idea of kingship .

Families and tribes still strove to main-

14Charles F . Pfeiffer , AnCient Israel : ~ P~tr1archal

~Roman Times (Grand Rapids : Baker Book House , 1965) , pp . 31 -

35 .
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tain their independence and were jealous of other families
and. tribes ' gaining the upper haltd in any kind of competltion .

It took an external threat , like war with a nation out-

side Israel, to get the tribes to join their forces in support
of

any

common cause .

David would have to use all his tact,

diplomacy , valor , and charisma to gain control over the tribes .
As he did this, David ' s plan began to unfold again . 15

Because no one was left to claim the throne of Israel
(after Ish- bosheth ' s death) and because David was making an
enviable record for himself as king in the south , the elders
of Israel- -thinking that they too tqould be honored by such a
king- -came to David at Hebron and requested him to become
thei'r king too .

David did not decline, and after making a

covenant with Yahweh (II Samuel 5 :1- 5), was anointed king over
all of Israe1 . 16
Once king over all of Israel , David was faced with the
blg problem of consolidating his kingdoms into a unity .

This

was particularly difficult in light of the independent tribal
feelings already alluded to .

Hol'lever , in this direction he

made one of the most brilliant moves of his career in selecting Jerusalem as the seat of his throne.

There are at least

151( . A. Beek, Concis' HistorY .21: Israel (New York: Harper & Row , Publishers , 1957 , p . 72 .
16Newman, ~· ~ •• p . 141.
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two reasons why this was a good selection: Jerusalem was centrally located between Israel and Judah , and it belonged to
none of the tribes .
it David ' s city .
11

As

The Ci ty of Da.vi d 11

His own mercenaries captured it and made
a matter of fact, the city was known as
(II Samuel 5:?) . 1 7 For Israel to be

ruled from this c i ty , which was not formerly a part of Israel ,
was certainly a switch from the old way of doing things . 18
After being captured by David , Jerusalem remained a
royal city and was, for all practical purposes , outside the
amphictyonic tribal system.

Its a llegiance was to the king

who ruled over its city- state territory and its inhabitants.
The implication is that when David captured the city he continued the city- state system of government that the Jebusites
had had .

In moving his household , officials , and mercenaries

into the city he did not rennovate the city ' s structure when
he first arrived there . 1 9
Havi ng established Israel a political capital at Jerusalem and being convinced that the people of Israel , who as
God 's people , placed supreme importance on relig ious beliefs ,
David wanted to centralize their religious life by also

17w. F. Albright, ArChaeology and the Re~igion .Qf.
Israel (Baltimore : The Johns Hopkins Press , 195 ) , p . 1J8.
18Bright , A HistorY Qf Israel, QR. cit ., p . 179 .
1 9John H. Hayes , 11 The Tradition of Zion' s Inviolability ," Journal .Q!. B1b~1cal Literature, LXXXII , part IV
(December , 1963) , 419- 2 •
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making Jerusalem its focal point .

This would make Jerusalem

the political and religious capital that David needed .
At the time of David 1 s effort to unify the nation , the
first eight books of the Old Testament were available for him
to use as a guide for structuring his kingdom.

Apparently

these books taught David to have great respect for the laws
of Yahweh , and for his claim on the people of Israel.

Es-

pecially was the continuing of their deep respect for Yahweh ' s symbolic presence with the people important to David .
For this reason, David wanted to move the ark to Jerusalen. 2 0
David brought the ark to Jerusalem and housed it in a
tent--the tent of meeting brought to Jerusalem from Hebron.
The

action had an highly symbolic significance : the J cove-

nant tradition had been attached to the tent of meeting , just
as the E covenant had been attached to the ark.

Theologi-

cally this suggested that as the ark was being covered by
the tent, so the covenant theology of the north was superseded by that of the south .

It also meant that , at this time,

the general theological position represented by the J legend
21
became official in Jerusalem.
This meant that David had
established Judah ' s theological views above Israel ' s .

~OWilliam Hendriksen, Bible SurveY (Grand Rapids:
Baker Book House , 1957) , p . 100 .

2tr.rewman, 2ll• cit ., p . 161 .
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David soon decided that the ark should be housed in a
grander, more permanent abiding place .

He wanted to build a

house of worship for the ark , but was deterred from this
action by

~~than ' s

advice (II Samuel 7:1-17) .

Nathan blocked

David from building such a house , but he did say that David's
son would build it .

This prophecy was important in that it

took care of David ' s ambition to see that God had a house ;
ho,'lever , it was more important because it was God ' s promise
to David that he would have a son who would be king-- in fact,
it meant the establishing of the Davidic lineage . 22
Despite bringing the ark into Jerusalem, David further desired to unify religion under his control by bringing
the relilaining priests of the house of Eli (with Abiathar as
chief) to Jerusalem and attaching them to the royal court.
Symbolically this was , in effect, circling his new crown with
an old halo (the religion of the past) .

The implication of

the symbolism was obvious: the crown ' s theology was to encourage the people to believe that Yahweh had made a special
covenant with the house of David .

After this time, it came

to be believed that Yahweh 1>1ould certainly be in favor of any
king who was a son of David . 2 3

22samuel J . Schultz, ~ Old Testament Sneaks (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1960), p. 132.
23Anderson, Qn• cit., p . 138 .
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Having done so well at t·relding civic and theological
diversities , David needed to turn his attention to the Philistines tiho were still in control of most of northern Israel .
The good relationship bet\feen David. and the Philistines had
existed only when the Philistines had believed that David- as king of Judah- -was too weak to be a threat to them.

Now ,

however , since David was lting over all Israel (except what
they held) , the Philistines decided to move against him (II
Samuel 5 :17-25) .

David defeated the Philistines , driv.1 ng

them out of Israel to the extent that they never were a
serious threat to Israel again. 24
With the courage that comes from winning still in
effect, David also waged successful wars against Hoab, Ammon ,
Edom, Amalek , and Syria. .

The over-all result of these wars

was that Israel was unified against her enemies and that
David ' s kingship now extended over Judah, Israel, Jerusalem,
and Ammon . 2 5 Because the tribes had been acting as a unit
against the enemy. rather than as independent units, David
thought this the perfect time to reorganize or supersede the
tribal structure .

As usual , David ' s timing was excellent.

David ' s early kingdom had been organized according to
the old tribal divisior. expressed by the authority of the

24sohul tz ,

25 Newman,

.Q."Q·

.QR•

cit . , p . 134 .
cit ., p . 159 .
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elders , but the new one that he set up was a bureaucracy
built on Egyptian models .

In it the military was organized

into two groups consisting of Davld ' s personal army , commanded by Benaiah , and the militia of the tribes , led by Joab .
These tl'lo parts of the military were i mportant because they
represented two discordant elements in his structure '1hich
were unified only in loyalty to Dav.i d (II Samuel 8 : 16- 18) .
His personality breached obvious discord : however , to suppose
that a real fusion of the mi litary--or of the kingdom diversity itself-- was affected by David ' s imposed bureaucracy is
incorrect .

Division still existed between north and .s outh ,

if only in the consciousness (for the most part , unexpressed
at this time) of the people . 2 6
The actions of David to consolidate the kingdom were
not only social actions , but many were related to his personal
life .

Newman says that David even used his marriages to help

him to gain control over k i ngdom divers1ty . 2 7 F.e took for his
wife , Hichal , Saul ' s daughter , and had her brought to Jerusalem
(II Sao.uel J : lJ- 16) .

This :marriage l'las never characterized

as a deep love relationship .

It appears to have been a

marriage of convenience for David.

No children issued from

the marriage .
2 6Ernst Ludwig Ehrlich . A Concis~ ¥istory 2! Israel
(New York: Harper & Row , Publishers . 19 2 , p . )6 .
2 7Newman, .QR . Q.U.. , p. 15 7 •

David ' s empire looked greater , comparatively , because
other nations around Israel were not- -during his day--in a
position to prevent his growth or able to equal it in their
own territories .

Egypt ' s greatness was in a definite decline

during David ' s reign.

The Fh1listines who were a real power

in Saul ' s day had been defeated by David .
pire had come to an end .
lonia was dead. 28

The Hitt1t1e em-

I·:esopotamia was feeble , and Baby-

The elaborate consolidation program needed one final
action--for David to organize his own court .

The organiza-

tion consisted of a commander of the Israelite levies {Joab),
commander of the foreign mercenary , the royal herald, the
royal secretary , the two chief priests (Zadok and Abiathar) ,
and an officer over the corvee or forced labor proJects (II
Sacuel 8:15-18 and 20 : 23- 26) .

David , for the most part,

left judicial matters to be handled locally as before .

While

David ' s court was not a picture of luxury , it was hardly the
rustic one that Saul ' s had been. 2 9
Even after David had completed his major consolidation coves, his reign was rarely free of problems .

As men-

tioned earlier , David had combined two covenant beliefs into
one and had substituted a royal dynasty tor a priestly one .

28New:m.a.n, 2.2• cit • • pp . 157-158.
2 9Bright, A HistorY of Israel , QI! • £.!1. , pp . 184-86 .
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As a result, Judah felt that she was superior since her cove-

nant became the royally accepted one.

Northern Israel, how-

ever continued to smart under the preference shown Judah's
covenant.
David's religious problems were not just those of his
kingdom--some of the worst of them were very personal ones.
The result of David's sin with Bath-sheba and his murder of
Uriah was serious.

Those two sins not only affected him but

also had bearing on his control of his own sons.

How could

a father discipline his children when he lived in the constant awareness that he had sinned worse, or as badly, as
they?

So, when David's son Amnon raped Tamar, David was very

angry, but he took no action to repr1mand the son probably

because of his own sex transgression (II Samuel 11:2-5).
Tamar's brother, Absalom, did not feel restricted about acting
at all: he murdered Amnon.

Once again, David did nothing,

because he also had a murder on his head.
When Absalom fled, David merely longed for his return
and

finally welcomed the murderer home.

And, even when

Absalom revolted against David in an effort to take over his
father's throne, David was not able to punish him as justice
would have demanded.
his life.

He was concerned, rather, with sparing

So weak was David in ruling over his sons that he

received a rebuke from Joab because of his leniency (II Samuel 19:1-8).

Joab knew that David's refusal to deal with his
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own sons was t he result of h i s almost i ntolerable burden of
personal gui lt . JO
Oppressed lri th guilt , David went to Nathan and , by a
round- about i dent i fication of himself as a transgressor of
God ' s law , confessed h i s s i ns .

The stor y of Nathan ' s using

an i ndirect method of analys i s on Davi d--thus forc i ng h1m to
pass sentence upon himsel f for the s i n--is a well- known one
(II Samuel 12 :1- 1)) .

Yahweh ' s forgi veness of David is hard

to understand only i n light of his rejection of Saul for
wrongs not nearly so great . J 1
one problem that Dav id created for himself came when
his curi osity and pride combi ned to cause h1m to take stock
of Israel ' s might by taking a census of the entire land (II
Samuel 24 :1- 4) .

Some of the tribes rose up against him,

feeling that the census was more of an encroachment upon their
divinely- given freedom . 32 God certainly must have been in
sympathy with the people ' s point of view .

At ·any rate, he

punished David for taking the census by sending a plague that
killed 70 , 000 people in one day . JJ

To the people , the census

underscored that they otred their allegiance to a king , rather

JOAchtemeier , ~ · cit ., pp . 94-95.
J1Norman K. Gottwal d , A Licrht 12 the Nations (New
York : Harper & .Row , Publishers , 1959) , p . 198.
J2Beek ,

~·

£11., P• 75 .

JJH . H. Rowley , ~ Faith .Qf. IsraP-1 (london: SCI1
Press Ltd . , 1956) , pp. 67 , 107.
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than to the tribe .

This, once realized, they resented.

The

census brought their added aggravation in that its results
were used for military conscription , taxation, and forced
labor •.34
The Saulides never were convinced for long that David
had not cheated them out of the throne .

Added to this, most

of the Saulides fought the idea of dynastic succession (II
Samuel 16:5-8) .

They did not prove a problem to David as

long in duration as the others mentioned: but, in intensity,
they were worrisome .

This group grew smaller and their voice

grew weaker as David ' s reign continued • .35
The ease with which the two sons of David and Sheba
gathered followers in various attempts to take the throne
from David continued to prove that there remained throughout David's reign a religious diversity and strong tribal
loyalties (II samuel 15:7-12; II Samuel 20:1-2 and I Kings 1:
5-6).

Given any cause, these would flare up and express them-

selves in opposition to the king .

That the north and south

actually remained independent units, despite the facade of
unity, is evident to almost everyone who writes Israel's history .

34Anderson, ~· £1i., p. 139 •
.35Bright,

A History

Qt Israel, 2E• c1t., p. 187.
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Critics are agreed that one of the worst problems that
David faced was the one connected wi th selecting his successor .

The revol t of Absalom l1as probably possible only in a

society where the charismatic principle of leadership was
still dominant and where an accepted dynastic principle had
not yet taken root .

Around Absalom had gathered all the dis-

satisfied elements of Israel when he decided to rebel against
David .

TI1e group was a large one .

It included early friends

and relatives of David liho were bitter because he had not
given them choice positions at court; members or sympathizers
to the house of Sauli non-Judahite Israelites who disliked
the most favored place of Judah in David ' s consolidated orientation of the state (II Samuel 15 :1-12) .
Even as David lay dying , an insurrection broke out and
an attempt was made to displace the palace favorite, Solomon,
by the fourth son of the king , Adonijah (I Kings 1:1-18) .
Although the attempt to crown Adonijah proved abortive , the
rebellion proved an omen for the future unity of Israel . 36
Because of the attempt by Adonijah and also because
Nathan, Zadok , Benaiah , and Bathsheba encouraged him to do so,
David ordered Solomon' s immediate crowning .

Once again, in

this decision of the king, the presence of David ' s private

QR·

J6Albright , ~ Biblical Period ~ Abrgbam to Ezra,
p . 190 .

£11.,
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army carried David 1 s plan into operation.

Though the people

cheered , Solomon did not have the popular support of the old
charismatic element in being selected the nation' s king .
That pattern was now broken . 37
The people must have permitted

Solo~on ' s

crowning be-

cause they had been taught they would need an heir of David ' s
to hold together any unity he had caused .

This was a strange

reason for selecting a man who had formerly been chosen because of the observable presence of Yahweh ' s spirit in his
life .

Begun , then , was a leader- selection principle which

yielded the kingship to the anointed son of an anointed k1ng . 38
David lfas Israel ' s paradoxical leader in the sense that
he lias both loved and hated . ruthless and aspiring , determined
to win , yet conscience-str1ken and devout , and a Yahweh devotee who had almost too much personal ambition .

In the court

historian' s frank appraisal , David ' s career poses the tormenting question that Israel never escaped and never ans\fered: how
1s Israel to be the people of God and yet hold her own 1n history?

Can there be theocracy without autocracy , covenant the-

ology without royal authority , religious vitality without political power?39

J7Bright ,

A Bistori

38Bright , b

Qt Israel , Qn • cit . p . 190 .

Kinsdom ;Qf, God ,, .2E.· ~·, p . 40 .

39Gottwald , ~· ~ • • p . 202 .

CHAPTER V
SOL0110N 1 S GRAND , BUT DISC011TENT ,

~10NARCHY

Solomon ' s ascension to the throne of Israel was not
without opposition, as was shown in Chapter IV.

Also in that

chapter , David ' s refusal to disci pline his sons was discussed .

That he had refused to do so caused Solomon all kinds

of problems in getting the throne .

David , at the end of his

own days , had warned Solomon that there were enemies who would
be a threat to the new king (I Ki ngs 2 :1- 6 and 2 : 8- 9) .

Solo-

mon soon discovered that this warning was accurate, because
it fell his lot to rid the kingdom or several "family " factions that had been stirred up during David' s kingship . 1
After the public gathering at which Solomon was officiallY crowned , and at which David charged the people to accept h1m as the king of God ' s choice and yi eld responsibility
to him as such , Solomon began to get rid of the factions he
knew might challenge his kingship .

David had said that he

would .n eed to remove Joab and Shimei .

These two had rebelled

against David , but David had not punished them .

He had left

this for Solomon to do , and Solomon had the two killed.

To

eliminate enemies did not seem to bother Solomon : he had his

1Samuel J . Shultz , ~~Testament Speak§ (New York:
Harper & Row , Publishers, 1900) , p. 14) .

brother, Adonijah, killed (I Kings 2:24-25) and banished his
father's high priest, Abiathar, to Anathoth (I Kings 2:26).
After this it is said that the kingdom was established in
the hands of Solomon (I Kings 2:46).
At the

t~e

that Solomon came to the throne there is

no record of his having made a covenant with the northern
tribes as David had done.

He knew that the covenant David

had made had 1n some sense placed limits on David's sovereignty over the tribes (II Samuel 5:3): and, at the very outset, Solomon wanted to remove that which would limit or restrict his power over Israel.2
Solomon fell heir to a kingdom that had been formed
and organized around the personal leadership of David.

He

had to reorganize the k1ngdom when he came to the throne.
His first step was to divide the kingdom into twelve provinces.

He did this for two reasons: he wanted to weaken the

old twelve-tribe amphictyony (and this was the reason the
twelve new districts of the government did not follow old
tribal lines): and he wanted to come up with an organization
that would make for a more effective taxing of the people.
Doubtless, he hoped that individual loyalties would switch
to him and the crown if he broke up the old, tribal community:

2 11 The History of Israel," ~ N.a: Schaff-Herzog ~
gious Enpyclopedia, VI, 52.
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and, this move did force the people to recognize that there
was a new kind of duty expected of them .

It did not , how-

ever , convince them that the new demand was just .

Solomon

must have had some doubts about the loyalty of the people ,
because he quickly placed governors (whom he felt to be loyal
to the crown) over each of the new districts he had created .
In two remote districts he even selected sons- 1n- 1aw as his
governors (I Kings 3 : 7- 19) . 3
Within the new districts the people were subjected to
m111tary conscription .

This meant an end to the former prac-

tice of levies of Israel where the army was an amalgamation
of twelve smaller tribal armies .

The amphictyon1o order was

broken and the effective basis of social obligation was no
longer the Yahweh covenant , but the state . 4
It is not certain why Solomon' s twelve- district reorganization did not include Judah;5 however , it is certain
that this exclusion caused extreme and violent jealousies ,
existing between north and south, to come to the surface.

The

northern tribes already considered that they had been mistreated by David ' s preference for Judah.

The new king ,

3Will1am Foxwell Albright , Archeology ~ ~ Reli~ton
.sU: Israel (Baltimore : The Johns Hopkins Press, 1956), p . 1o.
4John Bright , A Htstorx ~ Israel (Philadelphia: The
Westm1nister Press , 1959 , p . 202 .
~

5Charles F. Pfeiffer, Anpient Israel : ~ ~a~riarchal
Roman Times (Grand Rapids .: Baker Book House . 19 5 , pp .

35- 37 ·
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David ' s son ,
itism .

l-7aS

apparently going to continue the same favor-

Judah lras exempt from taxation .

from military conscription .
labor .

Judah was exempt

Judah was exempt from forced

The anger of the north became acute {I kings 4) .6
Completing the district reorganizations, Solomon turn-

ed to finding a way to centralize his control over the entire
scope of domestic affairs .

It was a t1me of

co~parative

peace for the nation , thanks to David who had taken care of
Israel ' s primary enemy .

Apparently Solomon was not nearly as

interested in extending the physical boundaries of the kingdom as David had been .

Despite this , however , it is ironical

that he left the kingdom even smaller than 1 t wa.s when he began his rule .

To say that it Has smaller is not to say that

it was less powerful .

His pr1ma.ry loss of territory was

Damascus and a small portion of Edom (I Kings 11 :15- 25) .

With

the military strength he had . he could have retaken these
losses 1f he had desired to do so .

For some inexplicable

reason, he lost the territory and did not seem to care about
lt .
About the only explanation given for Solomon' s having
a powerful and impressive army and not using it aggressively
is that he was interested only in using it as a 1-rarning to
6H . J . Flanders, Jr ., R. w. Crapps , and D. A. Smith,
P4ople 91. ~Covenant (New York: The Roland Press . 196J) , p.
2 2.
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any potential aggressors.

age to come against it.

Few enemies, if any, had the courIt consisted mainly of chariotry--

including 1,400 chariots and 12,000 horses.

In that day, it

was probably the most formidable military power in the world.
In addition to developing and maintaining a standing army,

Solomon fortified a number of cities throughout Israel, thus
protecting the nation's borders from all sides.?
As

Solomon's reorganized nation grew, so did the glory

of Solomon's court and capital city.

At court, Solomon had

seven hundred wives, three hundred concubines, plus a court
full of children.

One of his wives was the daughter of the

Egyptian Pharaoh (I Kings 3:1 and 11:1-3).

Just for an idea

of the sumptuousness of his family's life: three hundred
bushels of flour, seven hundred bushels of meal, ten fattened
cattle, twenty pasture-fed cattle, one hundred sheep, plus
other animals and fowl were used daily in the court kitchen. B
Not only were the army and court on a grandiose scale,
the city or David itself was made one of the most beautiful
cities of the time.

The main reason for this was that Solo-

mon spent twenty years on an ambitious building program for
the city.

?william Foxwell Albright, ~ Biblical Period .tt.Qm
Abraham, 1.2 am (New York: Harper &: Row, Publishers, 1949),
PP• 53-54-.

Bshultz,

.sm. ill·,

p. 144.
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The Temple, the most talked about and important enterprise in his building program, was completed in seven years.
It was both appreciated and hated by the people of Israel .
Those who appreciated it did so because 1t was Yahweh ' s house
and a center for Yahweh worship ; and , those who hated 1t d1.d
so because 1t was built by Phoenician architects and looked
like pagan temples of nations around Israe1 . 9

Some detested

the Temple because it violated their past rel1g1ous practices
centered around the ark in the tent--symbolizing that God.' s
presence with them needed no permanent house .

These went

further to object that to bui ld a permanent structure would
be a violation of what God had intended for them.

It took

many years for the Temple , which was originally Solomon ' s own

shrine , 1° to become a focus of Israel1t1sh affection.
In addition to the Templ e , Solomon built a complex of
buildings consisting of government buildings , the king ' s
palace , and a palace for his Egyptian queen.

This complex

took six years longer to build than the Temple took , and its
complexity and beauty overshadowed that of the Temple . 11

The

king , along with this program , also extended the walls north-

9Br1ght ,

.Q.U •

cit ., p . 196 .

10~ •• p . 197 .

11Bernhard w. Anderson, Understanoing ~ ~ Testam2ni (Englewood Cliffs : Prentice Hall , Inc ., 1957) , p . 148.
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ward so that the Temple and other buildings would be included
inside the city of Zion .
Solomon himself dedicated the Temple (I Kings 8 :12- 66) .
It was the most significant event in the history of the people
of Israel since Sinai .

God ' s presence had hovered over the

tabernacle in the pillar of cloud then, and here too the glory
of God was significantly visible .

This was indeed , the people

thought , the divinely- confirmed kingdom that J.1oses had anticipated would be established (cf . Deuteronomy 17:14- 20) . 12
During Solomon ' s reign the nation grew so much in grandeur and in economic prosperity that it is referred to as the
"Golden Age 11 of Israel ' s history .
nation was phenomenal.

The econol!lic boom of the

Agricultural production increased be-

cause iron was available for making better plolts possible .
Foreign markets brought Israel ' s trade to an all- time high .
Businessmen became prosperous , so prosperous that class consciousness developed . 13
Solomon developed great foreign trade routes both by
land and by sea.

The use of the camel greatly facilitated

land transportation through desert areas .
of Zobah , Damascus , Aml:lon ,

l~oab ,

Solomon ' s control

and .Edom gave him a monopoly

12shultz , ~ · Qli., p . 148 .
13H.arry J.~ . Orlinsky , ~c ient Israel (Ithaca : Cornell
University Press , .1954) , pp . ?- [,& .
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over the caravan routes between Arabia and the north .

The

selling and buying of horses alone \'las the source of a large
profit to Solomon.

He also built chariot factories and de-

veloped a large scale business for them (I Kings 10 : 28- 29) . 14
His commercial enterprises were so far- flung that he constructed ships on the Gulf of Aqaba for trade routes to the
seaports of the world .

He engaged in copper

~ning

in an ex-

tensive way and had big markets for copper inTyre , Spain ,
Arabia , and Ethiopia .

From these places his ships returned

with gold , silver , ivory , and monkies .

He exchanged copper

with Tyre for ttcber to use in all of his building projects . 15
In order to develop his vast commercial enterprises
Solomon had to make agreements and contracts with several
foreign countries .

Often his contract had to be sealed with

an assurance of good will ; this accounts for at least one
reason why Solomon had so many wives (I Kings 3:1 and 9 :16) .
His trade contracts filled the king ' s treasury with wealth in
amounts that not only astounded the people of Israel but also
impressed other world powers .
Added to the "Golden Age" of his wealth , luxury , pomp ,
and pol'rer , the man himself possessed great l'lisdom (of a cer-

14pfeiffer , loc . cit .
15Shultz ,

~·

cit ., 150 .
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tain type} .

In anst-:er to God ' s offer , Soloir.on requested the

wisdom to rule his people--and requested this in preference
to wealth and honor (I Kings J :J -1 5} .

rlriters do not agree

about the nature of Solomon 's wisdom.

At least , there are

the two views expressed below :
Solomon would never have been noted for wisdom, if he had
been no more than a typical Oriental despot . We shall be
much nearer the truth if we read his reign as a determined effort to exalt Yahweh above the gods of all the
nations of the world . To say this is not to deny a probable admixture of purely personal and selfish ambition .
But earthly greatness is not socething to be enjoyed , it
is something to be used . In the natural order of things ,
material po1·1er is the most obvious and apparently t.h-:most effective instrument for securing one 1 s purpor •· .
Why should Solomon think otherwise? If Israel , in t:. ·.
name of G~ was to possess ' all the kingdoms of the world
and the glory of them ,• how else could this be done but
by might and magnificence of empire? An immense reservoir
of wealth , a formidable army , composed largely of nanzer
columns of chariotry , and behind these a capital , above
whose gleaming roofs the house of Yahweh shone out in
supreme majesty : this was a program which wisdom itself
dictated . 16
The legendary story in I Kings J : J - 15 describes Solomon
at the outset of his career as choosing God ' s gift of an
understanding heart to judge {that is, to rule) his people
rather than riches and honor . But the actual facts of his
administration show that he lacked the common touch that
would have turned th i s pious dream into reality. A!:lbitious and selfish by nature , his lavish court in Jerusalem
was a hall of mirrors that reflected the glory and reputation of the great king of Israel . The law in Deuteronomy 27 :14-20 must have been composed with Solomon in
m1nd . 17

161.z. J . Phythian-Adams . "Shadow and Substance : The !·.eaning of Sacred History , 11 Interpretation: A. Journal of Bible and
Tbe9l98~ · I (October , 1947) , 419- 35 .
17Anderson , Q2· £11., p . 145 .
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Almost all of Solomon' s fineries required financing;
and , despite his being rich beyond imagination , the cost of
his army , court , government , and building program--this
"Golden Age 11 of Solomon ' s --resulted in a great economic burden for many of Israel ' s people .

Not only nere his projects

expensive as far as initial cost was concerned , but their upkeep took lots of money .
erected

1~as

Indeed , the whole structure he had

elaborate and expensive .

Paid officials absorbed

funds from Jerusalem and throughout the kingdom .

The army

demanded food and supplies for the men and also food and
equipment for the horses .

Armies were stationed in strategic

cities throughout the realm .

To put it briefly : the spending

exceeded the income of the nation.
The king had to try to meet the expenses .

It is like-

ly , even , that the profits from many of Solomon' s own enterpr1ses t'i'ent toward meeting kingdom expenses .

On

his oun ,

hot~-

ever , he could not make a dent in maintai ning the costs of his
plush environment .

By effort , he expanded trade profits; and ,

he added a toll on all materials shipped through his territories .

These ~easures helped , but not nearly enough . 18 Add i -

tional sources of revenue had to be found and utilized .
To provide the extra sources of needed revenue , Solomon
took two additional steps--both of l'lhich caused as much unrest

18turray Newman , Jr ., ~ Peonle of the Covenant ( New·
York: Abingdon Press , 1962) , p . 173 .
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in the nation and hate for the crol'm as any other I&oves that
Solomon made .

The first step was to impose heavy taxes on

the people , plus requiring each of the twelve districts to
provide food for his court during one month out of every year
(I Kings 4 :19- 27) .

For some of the smaller districts this

became an almost impossible financial burden.

The results of

having to pay taxes- -someth ing new· for the Israelites-- caused
a great unrest and an even stronger desire on their part to
return to the old tribal system where freedom was the key
word . 19
To the taxes Solo2:.on added an even greater bl01t1 to the
proud , freedom- loving Israelite in the form of the corvee .
At first Solomon had used only the Canaanites as labor for
his building projects at home and for the timber cutting and
hauling from Tyre .
slave labor .

Thousands of Canaanites were pressed into

As expenses mounted and as Solomon grew desper-

ate to complete building progrBl!ls , he pressed his m·m people
into labor corvees; thus , he made slaves out of Yahweh ' s own
people .

It is estimated that thirty thousand Israelites \'7ere

sent to Lebanon to cut timber , eighty thousand were put to
work in the stone quarries , and seventy thousand toiled as
burden-bearers (I Kings 5 :1)- 18) .

19Bright ,

~·

cit., p . 174 .

Thus , Solomon ' s economic
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prosperity and grandiose glory were at the expense of the life
and liberty of the Israelites . 20
Solomon l'Tent still further to try to maintain his
"Golden .Age . 11

Great moneys had passed through his hands , but

they had been spent as fast as they 1-rere received .

As a re -

sult , the materialistic king , who constantly spent more than
he had to spend , was finally driven to cede twenty Galilean
towns over to Hiram , king of Tyre , in return .f or gold he needed (I Kings 9 :11) . 21

Superfic i a l ly opulent , the boom pros-

perity of Solomon was short and was shared only by the Jerusalem nobility and upper classes from the larger cities .

The

agricultural base of the land was depleted through overshipment of crops to Phoenicia , the requisitioning of supplies for
the court , and the draining off of farm manpower for the labor
corvee .

Although Solomon had unquestionably brought Israel

to a pinnacle of greatness , it proved an abortive achievement .
Surrounding the plenty of the court was the want of the populace . 22
Solomon had been crowned king of a strong country and
had begun his rule in a blaze of glory ; but , as time passed,

20Anderson , ~· ci~ •• p . 150 .
21 Norman K. Gottwald , 11 Lillht .tQ. the Nations (Nel'i York:
Harper & Row , Publishers , 1959) , p . 205 .
22IQ.!Q... p . 20 6 •
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Israel began a decline politically , economically , and relig i ously that Solomon could not halt .
One of the early moves of Solomon that can be directly
related to his decline was the exiling of Abiathar who had
been David ' s continuing contact with northern covenant theology (I Kings 2 : 26- 27) .

Solomon did away with this com-

munication with the north . 2J

Thi s act contributed directly

to the dividing of the kingdom , as will be pointed out in
Chapter VI of this paper .

As Solomon continued his years as

king , the theological stress nore and more became centered
around the concept of Davidic dynasty and the divine rights
of kings ; and less and less on the covenant concept of old
Sinal (II Samuel 7:11 , 16) .

To some people the almost total

switch was intolerable . 24
The northern tribes found all kinds of things to resent in their king (a Judah sympathizer) 25--taxes , forced
labor , and Southern covenant (I Kings 12 :4) ,

The thing that

they resented most , however , l'Tas Solomon' s religious laxl ty
and apparent falli ng away from Ynhl'Teh .

Writers attribute

2JNewman , ~· Qli., pp . 168 , 175.
2*sright , ~· cit ., p . 207 .
25John Bright , ~Kingdom Q( ~ (New York: AbingdonCokesbury Press , 195.3) , pp . 48- 49 . Cf . 11 How far Solomon's
favoritism to his m·m household , to Jerusalem , and to Judah ,
may have carried him is not clear , but a feeling of profound
alienat ion from the house of David Nas abroad in the north . 11
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much of the blame at this point to his many wives (I Kings
11 :1- 10) who turned Solomon to pagan gods along with his mm
Yahweh worship . 2 6

Three t i mes during the year Solomon faith-

fully celebrated the festivals of Jehovah , but the licentious
1-rorship of Bool and Ashtaroth , of 1-!oloch and Chemosh , found
their ways even into the Holy City , and their hideous orgies
were enacted

11

hard by the oracles of God 11 (I Kings 11 : 5- 8) . 27

Several men became convinced that they could do a
better job than Solomon l7as doing as king .

So , just as t·ras

true in David ' s last days , these men made their plays for the
throne (I Kings 11 :14- 25) .

Hadad , an Edomite l'lho had been in

Egypt returned to his native country and sparked a rebellion
against Solomon.

Rezon , an Aramalan chief , seized Damascus

and severed ties lfi th I srae 1. 2 8

And finally , Jeroboam , one

of the high offi c i a l s under Solomon , became the center of a
revolt against the king .

Although he was temporarily forced

to flee to .E gypt , he sat in exile--t:aiting and ready--eager
to return when cal led upon by his northern countrymen . 2 9

26Abraham :r..~.ale.met , "The Kingdom of David and Solomon
in Its Contact with Egypt and Aram Naharal.m , " ~ Biblical
Axchaeolo~1st Reader , II (n. d . ) , 88 .
~

27George Frederick l<!aclear , A. Class- BooK .Q£ Ole TestaHistory (Grand Rapids : Wm . B. Eerdmans , 1953) , p . 63 .
28Pfei ffer , ~. cit .

29Frank Knight Sanders , History of ~ Hebretrs (New
York : Charles Scribners Sons , 1914) , p . 117.
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The northern element did not wait long , but God acted
even faster to remove Solomon .

Jeroboam ' s quick flight out

of the country had happened just after a prophet (Ahijah) had
told Jeroboam that if he obeyed the laws of God , God would
give him the rulership over ten tribes of Israel (I Kings 11:

26- 39) . JO
Perhaps the best evidence of Solomon' s despotism is to
be seen in the ominous fact that there were no prophets duri ng his re i gn.

The bold , free voice of the prophet had died .

No Samuel , Nathan , or Ahijah gave keen insight or direction
to the national conscience or to the king , as they had done
in the days of Saul and David .

Under Solomon there was no

place for such a wholesome corrective .
under his despotism.

horal strength and spiritual religion

all but died in Solomon ' s day . Jl
never repented.

Men spoke in whispers

Solomon sinned grossly, but

He was never a religious man .

filled up with this world and its things .

His life was

His wisdom was the

wisdom that knows how to cope with world problems , but does
not know how to lead a people to God .

Solomon more than justi-

fied Samuel ' s expressed fears about Israel ' s craze for an

JOt>Aclear , ~· .Q.ll. •• p . ]65.
31L.

Review~

o. Lineberger , "Solomon : The Prodigal Prince,"
E;positor , XXV (October , 1928) , 4J4.
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earthly king (I Kings 12 :4) . 32

He found the people fairly

free , but then he enslaved them; he found them happy , and
left them discontent because of the luxury he had bought at
their expense; he found them devoted to one God , and he left
them going after several heathen deities . 33
As a matter of fact , the portraits of David and Solo-

mon- -father and son--present a study in contrasts .

David

went to the throne the hard way--up from the shepherd's field
and the warrior ' s rough life .

His greatness was that he never

rose so high as to be cut off from the common soil that had
nourished him in his youth .
11

Solomon , on the other hand , was

born to the purple , 11 34 and never k:nel'I anything but the shel-

tered , extravagant life a k1ng ' s palace afforded .
rule lacked the common touch .

Solomon ' s

He was ambitious and selfish

by nature , and his splendor was to reflect his own glory . 35
Solomon' s reign ended in the division of the kingdom.
God had allowed men, with their God- given free will, to have
what they asked- -a king .

Now God had to destroy the corrupt

misuse of that freedom by bringing his people back to himself .

Solomon' s flaws have to be balanced with his accom-

32Bright,

Qn•

c1t . , p . 205 .

33L1neberger , 2R· Qli., p . 4J5 .
34Anderson , ~· ~ •• 145 .
35IQ1!1.
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plishments in order to evaluate just how much of the kingdom
split could , later , be attributed to him.

Gottwald ' s summary

is helpful :
The fabulous attainments of Solomon awed his people but
also developed a deep resentment , especially among the
northern tribes who suffered the brunt of the abuse of
his power . The tribal covenant into 11hich David had entered at Hebron was virtually ignored by Solomon : in fact,
it may be more than accident that no mention is made of
Solomon confirming it at his accession. So while he was
remembered for ' all his glory • and for his supposed piety ,
already 1n his lifetime there was a smoldering hatred for
the heavy hand that he laid upon his subjects . It would
have been one thing had severe measures been necessitated
by a national crisis to which the l·Thole people lent their
sacrificial energies , but they were so patently for the
,e nhancement of the king ' s pleasures that it did not take
long for the people to •see through ' Solomon. The dislike
of his people was more than distaste felt for a strong
personality; it was rather an intuitive recognition that
the welfare of his subjects never really lay close to the
heart of Solomon as it did with Saul and the younger
David . OUbrardly magnificent , his rule was inwardly ~reak
and no small part of the political decay of Israel must
be charged to Solomon. Jb

J6Gottwald , ~ · £1i., p . 211 .

CHAPTER VI
AND THEN THEBE WERE TliO KINGDOHS

The most obvious reason for the final split of the
kingdom at Solonon' s death , a reason shown to run throughout
her historical record , was that Israel had been a united
kingdom only in a nominal sense as she became so under strong
leadership .

The union , a surface one , constantly had within

it factions frictional enough to cause i ts disruption .

Divi-

sive factors had been present even before the tribes , led by
Joshua , entered Canaan from the Transjordan .

A major segment

of Judah had. already cooe into the land from the south , and
Judah had forned an amphictyonic structure of her own at Hebron prior to the creation of the twelve- tribe anphictyony at
Shechem .

For many years , jealousy and a striving for suprem-

acy existed. between the tribes of Ephraim and Judah .

For

example , Judah separately acclaimed David king and later supported the Absalom rebellion.

Both Ephraim and Judah were

accustomed to action independently of each other .
The attempted dominance of Judah in the south and
Ephraim in the north inevitably led to antagonism between the
two which grew until it was a major factor in the final split
of the kingdotl.

Solomon' s partiality in showing preference

to Judah by not including it in his twelve districts (set up ,
as explained earlier , to weaken tribal loyalties , to get
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forced labor , and to levy taxes , etc . ) was one of the final
acts in the jelification of the t1·1o sides .
Another reason that the kingdom is said never to have
been united is that the prophets--Sa.muel , Nathan, and Ahijah-all had problems with their respective monarch .

Each felt

that the king had somewhat diminished God ' s rule in order to
replace it uith his own.

In one of the three accounts of the

selection of Saul , Samuel 11as strong in his conviction that
Israel should not have a king (I Samuel 10 : 17- 27 and I Samuel
8 and 12) .

nathan spent much time trying to keep David seek-

ing and follmdng God 1 s will.

Solomon seemed to ignore the

prophets completely (I Kings 11 : 9 - 1)) .

It l'Tas the prophet

A."lijah , hol'rever , who actually received and announced God ' s
word that the kingdom would split because of the sins of the
king .
The people themselves never became united and eager to
follow a king .

They loved their tribal system and maintained

it as long as they could .

Part of the code of honor in the

tribe was loyalty to it as a unit .

Solomon tried to crush

tribal independence by reorganizing the kingdom .

This effort

on his part to force subjection to the crown worked only to
gain lip- service to it .

Real loyalty l·ras to the freedom pos-

sible in the old tribal organization.
It is true that the primary complaint voiced by the
people--particularly of the northern part of the kingdom- - to
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Rehoboam was to ease their tax , labor , and conscription burdens .

Had he honored their plea the kingdom probably would

not have split at that time .

However , acting against the ad-

vice of some of his oldest counselors, Rehoboam refused to
alleviate the burdens of the people .

Instead , he promised to

make their bondage even more oppressive .

The northern part

of the kingdom revolted (I Kings 12 :1- 16) .
The revolt , brought to a peak by their being mistreated ,
was the outgrowth of a discontent older and more complicated
than Rehoboam ' s ordering the Israelites to pay higher taxes or
to work longer hours .

The people were tired of the slavery

they had experienced under the monarchy .

Ahijah ' s prophecy

had permitted them to visualize themselves as ten northern
tribes operating separately from the southern tribes; and ,
best of all , operating free of all yokes (I Kings 11:26-40) .
In each king 1 s reign , the north and the south vied for
pm1er and recognition .

The three kings , especially David and

Solomon , treated Judah \•r1th favoritism .

None of the tribes

objected to having a king (as they proved by continuing to
have kings after the division) , but the north objected to
being overrun (I Kings 12 : 4). The kings had tried , rather unnaturally , to blend discordant elements into a unity .

Their

attempts were not successful .
The second dominant cause for the kingdom's division
was that God ' s hand moved in it in order that he might lead
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his people to the i r ass i gned place in history .

When God

first called Abraham and through him founded the Israelit1sh
people , he gave i nstructions to keep the race pure and to
stand apart from other races and religions (Genesis 12 : 10- 20 ;
20; 24 ; and , 28- JO) .

Yahweh a l so instr ucted them how to lead

a spiritual life to the extent that they l'Tould be l':illing and
happy to submit to the re i gn of God in their lives {Exodus

33 :16- 17) .
Their way of life was t o be organized around their
religion , and thei r reli gi on wa s to be theocratically oriented .

God was to be their king .

Later in Israelite history ,

when the people had asked for and had gotten earthly kings ,
the people moved God to the very periphery of their lives .
By the time of Solomon' s death , human royalty had replaced
heavenly royalty to such an extent that God could no longer
be considered the

11

king 11 of the people .

The people not only slipped away from their devotion
to the theocracy as originally established , but they also
violated their part of the covenant relationship with Yahweh .
At the time l'lhen the division of the nation occurred , and even
before that time , the people had been l·rarned that the destruction of the nation would be the inescapable consequence of
defiance of divine sovere i gnty , or of persistent violation of
the terms of the covenant trith God {I Samuel 12 :13- 15 and
I Kings 11 : 9- 11) .

The Israelites did not listen to the
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prophets-- or , listening , did not heed them .

Despite breaking

their contract with God , they remained convinced that God ' s
promises to bless their descendants had not been annulled .
Those promises would be actualized (II Samuel 2.3 : 5) .
An example of this kind of thinking is seen when David

wanted to build the Temple (II Samuel 7:1- 17) .
to the idea .

God said " No"

Speaking through Nathan . God made it clear t:hy

the negative answer was given.

By building God a building ,

the Israelites were trying to tie him down-- in a sense trying
to force his presence to reside with them.
this kind of one- way obligation .

The people liked

They had not honored their

obligations to God , but they expected him to honor his to
them.

God desired obedience from them.

The substitute they

offered him \tns burnt offering sacrifices .
to g ive than obedience was .
that God said

11

These were easier

This must have been the reason

l:o 11 to the building of the Temple .

Israel was not allowed to identify a human ltingdo!n
with the kingdom of God , for Yahweh alone was king .

Kings

like David and Solomon quite often forgot this truth in their
driving ambition to make the nation great , or themselves
great , in the eyes of the world.

Prophets often reminded the

kings that Israel ' s purpose in history 1·1as not to become great
as a worldly kingdom , but rather to be the people of a unique
covenant relationship .

Prophetic criticism , \'lorking on a

principle identical with the New Testament one that people
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must be humbled 1n order to be exhalted, urged that the nation had to tall in order to be reborn.
In spite of the covenants, in spite or the theocracy,
in spite or God's promise to be with the people, at the sign
or danger from the Philistines, the people asked tor a human
king.

Their asking seeJIB to have ignored the tact that God

had promised to be with them in a way sutricient to handle
any action they became involved with.

Their turning to an

earthly king illustrated one or the weaknesses or their nature: they had rather be led by the known and visible than
the remote and

abstract.~

Just exactly what part God played in Israel's having
a human king is one or the most dirticult parts or her history to understand.

Por example, three accounts are given

concerning Saul's selection as king (I Samuel 9:1-10: I Samuel 10:17-27 and I Samuel 11).

One says that Yahweh initi-

ated the idea or their having a king while another says
that their anointing or a king was, in some sense, because
of their rejection or Yahweh.

Probably the moat authentic

account is the one in the eleventh chapter or I Samuel.

In

this account, Yahweh's spirit rushed on Saul (I Samuel 11:6)
and

made him victorious 1n battle :' 'l'he people, having dis-

covered another charisiiiB.tic leader, went to G1lgal and made
Saul king before Yahweh (I Samuel 11 :15).

Because of the ambiguity of the scriptures, it is not
possible to state with certainty that God did or did not want
Israel to have an earthly kingdom with a human king.

It is

also just as impossible to state that God selected Saul as
the first

11

king."

He may have been appointed "leader" or

"prince" rather than "king."

Hebrew scholars disagree about

how to translate the word used to indicate Saul's office.
The kings• personal lives caused a breach between themselves and God.

Often, too, their personal

~quities

the people of the nation to be discontented with them.

caused
In

Saul's case, a religious indiscretion caused him to move the
&lides to Nob near his capital and later have them killed when
he believed that they had helped David to escape (I Samuel 21
and 22).

At another time, Saul tampered with religion again

by usurping samuel's role 1n offering sacrifices (I Samuel

1):8-15).

Finally, he disobeyed God in not carrying out all

of God's instructions 1n a war with the Amalekites (I Samuel

15).

As a resu.l t of Saul's sins, God's spirit left him and

Yahweh rejected h1m (I Samuel 16:14).
David, like Saul, brought the priesthood to his capital
city.

Not only did he bring the house of Eli to Jerusalem, he

made them members of his court--interpreted 1n this paper as
his effort to cover his newly established throne with the old,
traditional, accepted, religion of the past--in order to establish himself as controller of the priesthood.
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The sins of David , again like those of Saul , brought
punishment to hi s subjects and brought misery 1nto his own
late life .

The Bath- sheba adul tery and Uriah murder (II Sam-

uel 11) broke i n on h i s effectiveness in other relationships .
His sons , whom he refused to discipline because of his
guilt complex , disappointed him .

o~m

After he took a census of

the people of Israel . God sent a one- day plague that killed
seventy thousand of his subjects (II Samuel 24) .

Here , a

b i g group di ed because of Dav1u •s sin:
Solomon' s reign began u i th the nurders of Joab and
Shimel (I Kings 2 :5- 9) .

As soon as it 1·1as safe to do so ,

Solomon also tried to bring the nation ' s reli gion under his
dominion.

He got rid of Abi athar the high priest in his

effort to becoll!.e both the political and religious head of
Israel .

After he banished Abiatho.r . prophetic voices 1·1ere

silent dur i ng the reign of Solomon until , at the end of it-timed as if to indicate that God Hould be silenced no longer- - ·t he prophet Ahijah arose and spoke God ' s will .

And when

God spol{e via Ah1ja.h , he d i d not send his message to Solomon-nho , as he had grown older , had turned almost completely from
God to the gods of his uives--he sent his oessage to Jeroboa!.'l.
Ahija.h ' s message nas that Jeroboam uould be g iven ten
tribes to reign over .

GOD

HTI~ELF

BROKE UP T.dE KINGDOli AT THE

END OF SOLOJ.:Ol.P S REIGN' (I Ki ngs 11 : 26- 39) .

God divided the

k1ngdoD in order to try again to gain control over his ol'm

people .

Against God ' s wishes the people had : turned to other

religions, become as other nations , substituted acts of devotion (burnt offerings) for obedience to

Yahi'~eh ,

placed higher

premiums on social and political accomplishments than on the
religious ,

a~d

looked to earthly kings rather than to the

Heavenly King for leadership .

God ' s promise to be

l~ith

and

bless them uas either ignored or forgotten in light of its
being conditioned on the peoples ' obedience .
kings obeyed him.

liot even Israel ' s

As God must , in order to act consistently

uith his own nature , he punished their disobedience .

He

destroyed the unified kingdom.
Tne conclusion of this study 1s complicated by paradox:
the kingdom divided because , in the sense developed l·71thin the
chapters of this paper , it never

1~as

unified; and , it divided

because--for the reasons outlined throughout this paper--God
chose to divide it .
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The purpose ot this study was to investigate the reasons, major and minor, tor the division of the Kingdom ot
Israel into Israel and Judah.

There seems to be a lack ot

unity among Biblical scholars on this subject.

While many

ot the scholars teel that Rehoboam was weak and refused to

ease the burdens ot the people, thus causing the split, others
feel that Solomon was the cause ot the division because ot his
heavy tax burden, torced labor, and subscription.

A tew even

state that there never was a united kingdom.
The Bible itself is not clear, in many instances, 1n
its historical dealings with the happenings ot the people ot
Israel.

As

an example, three different accounts of the sel-

ection and crowning ot Saul as the tirat king ot Israel are
presented.

The study becomes even more intricate with such

things as religious beliefs, personalities or the kings, m111tary struggles, breaking ot the covenant relationship, social
conditions, jealousies, and sins all having their part 1n
causing the division.

A very major factor .1 n the division was

Yahweh's reaction to the people in their relationship w1th him.
The material investigated included books, periodicals,
journals, indices, encyclopedias, and Biblical encyclopedias
available in Riley Library at Ouachita Baptist University.
Periodicals and journals were examined as tar back as this
library's holdings permitted.

An

exegetical study was not

intended, therefore, English translations were adequate.

The historical method of research was used in the
development of the paper .

Scholars have questions about this

method but, until a better one is developed to replace it, it
will remain the accepted one for the type of data presented
here .
The conclusions of this study are based on the history
of this nation rrom the time God called Abraham--and, through
him started the people called
kingdom at Solomon' s death.

11

Israel"--to the split or the

No attempt will be made to go

beyond the split of the nation.

As a result of this study,

three major reasons and many minor ones were discovered as
responsible ror the split .
The first major reason to emerge was that Israel, as a
kingdom, never really was united .

Even before the first king

was anointed the jealousy between the north and south was
evident.

Unity was brought at f irst by the threat of foreign

powers wnich could no longer be handled by an amphictyonic
system.

The people asked for and received an earthly kingdom

with an earthly king .

All through the reign or Saul, David,

and Solomon it was either the threat of enemies--as was the
case with Saul--or the personal ability of the king--as was
the case with David and Solomon, that held the kingdom together.

Tribal loyalties remained, jealousies grew between

the north and the south, and finally the division came.
returned the people back to tribal divisions.

It

A second major factor in the division ot the kingdom
was the revolt or the ten northern tribes when Rehoboam refused to ease the heavy burdens Solomon had put on them.

The

people or the north asked for relief from heavy taxes, forced
labor, and military subscription and were refused by the new
king, Solomon's son.

The northern people pulled away and

crowned Jeroboam k1ng or the northern tribes.
The third and the most important factor in causing the
breaking apart or the kingdom was God's decision tor it to
happen.

The growing lack or obedience on the part or the

people ot Israel made it impossible tor them to continue as
God's chosen people.

The kings gradually listened less and

less to God and depended more and more on their own ability
and wisdom.

The people turned from God as Heavenl.Jr King to

their earthl7 kings.

God, trying to reclaim the obedience

ot the people, divided them.

